Abstract. When 1 < m < », the space M(Pm, P") of maps of complex projective m-space Pm into complex projective «-space P" has a countably infinite number of components enumerated by degrees of maps in H2(P"';Z). By calculating their (2n -2m -V l)-dimensional integral homology group we show that two components of M(P"\ P") are homotopy equivalent if and only if their associated degrees have the same absolute value.
1. Introduction and statement of result. Let P" denote the complex projective «-space. For 1 < m < n, consider the space M(Pm, P") of (continuous) maps of Pm into P" equipped with the compact-open topology. M(Pm, P") has a countably infinite number of (path-)components, for the homotopy classes of maps of Pm into P" are classified by their degrees in H2(Pm;Z) = Z. For each integer HZ, let Mk(Pm, P") denote the component of M(Pm, P") consisting of maps of degree k. The object of this paper is to prove the following Theorem. The(2n -2m + l)-dimensional integral homology group of Mk(Pm, P"), 1 < m < n, is cyclic of infinite order for k = 0 and cyclic of order ("mX)\k\m for k # 0:
H2n-2m+i(Mk(Pm, P")) ^l/{nml )\k\mZ.
Some special cases of this result already occur in the literature. See [4, 2] , for the case n = m = 1 and [5] for the case n = m.
An easily derived consequence of the Theorem is the following Corollary. Two components Mk(Pm, P") and M,(Pm, P") of M(Pm, P") are homotopy equivalent if and only if \k\ = \l\.
This corresponds to result obtained by V. L. Hansen [1, 2, 3] for the case of spaces of maps of «-manifolds into the «-sphere.
Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to V. L. Hansen for posing the problem that led to this paper and to the referee whose constructive remarks improved the original argument considerably. Let £2m c Cm be the closed 2»r-disc and t: S2"1"1 = E2m <-* E2m the inclusion map. By restriction of maps to E2m, we obtain a fibration l:M(E2m,P") -> M(È2m,P") with fi2mP" as fibre.
Similarly, the inclusion im_1:/>m_1 -> P" c P", 1 < m < «, induces a fibration lkm_1:Mk(Pm,P")^Mk(P"'-\P").
This restriction fibration is the main object of study in this paper.
Since Pm = pm-iijpE2m is the mapping cone of the canonical projection p: ¿2m = sim-i _> pm-f tne fiDration ¡*_} is the pull-back of í along the map p: Mk(Pm'\ P") 7+ M(E2m, P"). It follows that lkm_x is an orientable fibration with fibre Fk= {f^Mk(P'",P")\folm_l=gk<>im_i} homotopically equivalent to Q2mPn. Here, and in the following, gk: Pm -* Pm c P" is the cellular map of degree k which in homogeneous coordinates is given by
For later use, we now calculate the effect of the map gk: F" ~» Fk on the homotopy groups of the fibres. as the pull-back of t: M(E2m, P") -* M(E2m, P"), is an orientable fibration with fibre Q2mP". By the Freudenthal Suspension Theorem, Q,2mP" is equivalent to £2n-2m+i ¡n dimensions < An -Am + 1. Hence i^,_1 has an associated Gysin sequence (integer coefficients) of the form 0 -* H2"-2m+l(Mk(Pm, P")) -» H°(Mk(Pm-\ F")) //2"-2m + 2(M,(Fm-1,F"))('"^l)*//2n"2'" + 2(M,(Fm,F"))^0.
To get the trivial groups at the ends of this exact sequence we have used that H2"-2m+\Mk(Pm-\ P")) = H\Mk(Pm~\P")) = 0 by Corollary 2.3. In this
Gysin sequence, yk is cup product with the primary obstruction uk e H2"-2m+2(Mk(Pm-1, P")) = Z to constructing a cross-section of the fibration (£,_!• The Theorem will follow once we have computed uk. In fact, we only need to compute u1, for the map gk.
(Pm, Pm~l) -» (Pm, Pm~l) of degree k induces a fibre map Mx(Pm,P") ^ Mk(Pm,P") ' m -1 * I < m -1
Ml(Pm-l,P") 5 Mfc (Fffl_1,FB) of t^,_i into ¿* _! and since
is an isomorphism by Corollary 2.3, we deduce from Lemma 2.1 that uk = kmul. We have, therefore, reduced the Theorem to the following Lemma 3.1. The formula w1 = ±("m"1) holds for the primary obstruction u1 g H2n-2m+2(Ml(Pm-\ P")) = Z.
Before the proof of Lemma 3.1 we need a little preparation. With notation as in [5] , let 77"+1 m be the sphere bundle Taking this for granted we return to the Proof of Lemma 3. JT,(M^P",/»»)) a Z/(« + 1)|*|"Z.
Proof. As the case « = 1 was handled in [4] we may assume that « > 1. Composition with gk: (F", F"_1) -» (Pn,P"x) defines a fibre map gk of ^_j into lk"-i which induces a map is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.2, it follows that m2 is an isomorphism. As ir^M^P", P")) = Z"+1 by [4] , 3X must be multiplication by « + 1. Using Lemma 2.1, we see that 92 = 32 ° m2 = mY ° 3j is multiplication by (« + l)k". Hence *i(Mk(P\ F")) = Vl(F"k)/imd2 s Z/(h + \)\k\"Z. D
